AUTOMATED PROOFREADING FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WRITING

Writefull is the front-runner in AI-based language support. Using language models trained on scientific and technical content, it offers tailored language feedback of unprecedented quality.

**STRONGEST PERFORMANCE**
outperforming other tools in both the number and accuracy of its language edits

**FULL LANGUAGE CHECK**
going beyond the traditional grammar check, rewriting sentences where needed

**FOR TECH & SCI WRITING**
using in-house algorithms trained on scientific and technical documents

**TRUSTED**
used by institutions, enterprise, and some of the largest publishers in the world

**API & APPS**
consumable through several apps and a flexible, easy-to-integrate API

Forest fires are a very serious concern worldwide, leading to thousands of deaths.

Forest fires are a very serious problem around the world, leading to thousands of deaths.

Generally, the fire spreads only if there is a continuous supply of fuel (dry vegetation) along the fire spread paths.

This line is used for the prevention of fire breaking into the forest from one compartment to another.

These lines are used to prevent fires from entering the forest from one compartment to another.